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New Measures Taken Against Transylvanian Dissidents 
 
 Doina Cornea's name has become familiar to Hungarians in 
Transylvania and Hungary alike, ever since last August, when the ethnic 
Rumanian woman, a former professor at the University of Kolozsvár 
(Cluj), issued a protest (signed by several other intellectuals) 
against the village destruction plans. 
 As the key figure in this protest, Cornea has been closely 
guarded ever since. Her telephone was disconnected, visitors are 
prohibited from her apartment, and detectives shadow her on the street. 
Nevertheless, a reporter for our press agency managed to meet with her 
last week. Cornea revealed that Securitate secret police agents insult 
her constantly and have voiced death threats. She appealed for help 
from the international community. Recently, Cornea was ordered to 
Bucharest, presumably so that she will be even less accessible during 
the planned events to commemorate last year's November 15 worker riots 
in Brassó (Brasov). 
 In 1981, Cornea began openly protesting the Ceausescu regime's 
anti-intellectual policies by submitting critical petitions and 
letters. Consequently, she was dismissed from her job and repeatedly 
arrested, most recently during November and December of last year. 
Officials attempted to force her to leave the country, but she refused. 
 Cornea's fate is shared by those who joined her protest against 
the village destruction plan, among them Rahel Szôcs, a teacher from 
Kolozsvár, economist Zoltán Wrabel and the ethnic German puppeteer Ivan 
Peter Chelu. According to Finnish journalists Maj-Britt Indström, 
Pirkko Peltonen and Max Rand, who spoke with them, the three Kolozsvár 
intellectuals are entirely cut off from public life and their lives are 
in danger. These impressions were strengthened by the brutal way in 
which Rumanian security forces frisked and interrogated the journalists 
as they crossed the border at Bors on October 13. 
 
  




